
	 	 	 	 The life of the Viking named Bob


Scene settings: Bob’s hut and the docks


In this scene Bob walks to the docks and starts checking the supplies to see if it is moldy or 
dirty, if so then he will throw it out and keep the stuff that isn’t moldy or dirty on the boat, then 
at the end of the scene is when he hops in the boat and starts to sail to England alone.


Scene 2 

[Bob enters his hut]


Bob:(why does this always happen to me they shouldn’t make fun of me, they should listen to 
what I say not the opposite.)


[Bob grabs a slice of bread and leaves the hut.]


[ Bob enters the docks]


Fisherman: “Hi, are you going to prepare the boats, if so it will be hard to do it with out help?”


Bob: “Yes, I am and would  you like to help me out, because it doesn’t look like you’ve caught 
any thing yet.”


Fisherman: “Sure, and your right about me not catching anything”


(Then the minnow the fisherman caught jumped out of his bucket as the fisherman watched it 
did the dab.)


Bob: “Ok, thank you.”


(Bob walks over to a crate and opens it and  sees that everything on the first row moldy and 
grabs the top row of bread and places it on the beach and runs back to the crate to look at the 
second row which was starting to dissolve and grow plants in it)


(40 minutes later)


Bob: “Man! That was disgusting!”


Fisherman: “Agreed and it is nearly sundown.”


Bob: “I was about to leave do you want to come with me? You will have a better chance to 
catch exotic sea fish.”


Fisherman: “Ok, why not where are we heading?”


Bob: “No idea, England? Oh by the way the names Bob.”


(Both the fisherman and Bob  hopped into the boat and set sail to England.)


